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EDITORIALS
INTRODUCING VOLUME 6 This is
TO THE ALUMNI
the first
Alumni
number of the current volume of The
In introducing
Chicago-Kent Review.
it the staff wants each and every one
of the readers to feel that The Review
is his medium for keepiag in contact with
affairs at Chicago-Kent College of Law,
and the location and activities of his former associates at college.
In other
words, we want the thoughts and ideas,
activities and personals of all those who
are interested in their Alma Mater and
fellow alumni. Expression will be given
to as many of these as space in The
Review will permit.
A policy of this
nature will do more towards promoting a
kindly feeling among us all than would
lengthy articles on technical subjects.
Accordingly, jump into the spirit of the
thing and mail your "contribs" to the
Editor of The Chicago-Kent Review at
The Chicago-Kent College of Law.
The circulation for the year among the
alumni amounts to about 15,000 copies
and it is hoped that there will be something of interest in some one of the issues that will interest each of the 3,000

graduates on our mailing list and thus
help to keep alive a contact between the
former students and their Alma Mater
which we hope will grow to intimacy between them.
The privilege of representing C h i c a g oKent College to young
men and women interested in the field of
law isleft largely to its alumni. Some
attention should be given to this activity in order that prospective law students might know that Chicago-Kent is
really making for itself a very distinctive place among educational institutions
of its class in this middle west educaA private institution in
tional empire.
competition, or 'perhaps better, co-operation with heavily endowed and large
state institutions which are more or less
directly related to our public school systems, Chicago-Kent is at liberty to pick
out for itself whatever place its ambitions might choose. Its entrance requirements and scholastic standards generally are high. It should only attract to
itself those young men and women who
are capable of meeting those requirements, and attaining such high standards
both as students and as professional people so as to reflect credit upon their
Alma Mater. It is the duty, and a privilege that Alumni should avail themselves
of, to inform students, preparing for the
study of law, of the exceptional qualities and noble aim of The Chicago-Kent
College. By constantly keeping to that
purpose and finding opportunity to contribute to it, Alumni will help to bring
Chicago-Kent to the point where it will
attract the very best, and may consequently choose only those who are qualified to neet its high purpose.
AN ALUMNUS'
DUTY

NEW COURSE ON APPLIED
JURISPRUDENCE
In the fall of 1926 it seemed desirable
to add a new course to the curriculum
for the purpose of giving the members

